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Arietta DuPre, Talcott, WV.
This is the only Docket I could find.
I would like to know who is governing MVP as to their actions? They are
in trouble now for lying in the Monroe County, WV hearing held recently this is an illegal action. On top of that, they have shown abuse to my
horses, and that is unethical, immoral, illegal, and negligent. Not only
to me, but to FERC as well. You have given them permission to ruin our
lives, destroy our land values, and eventually kill wildlife, the
environment, or domestic animals, and cause severe health problems BUT
did you give them permission to act in immoral ways that shines a very
poor light on you?
I will gladly send you copies of emails, and more if you will send me a
link, but here is a short highlight of their actions:
(a) They fenced my oldest horse (over 30 years old and blind in one
eye)into pasture that offered no shelter from the snow storm. He ran the
fence line until he was sweating thus I had to give him antibiotic shots
for 4 days to ensure he did not get sick from getting so hot during a
snow storm.
(b) To fix (a), they fenced him into the other side of field where he
could not get to water..... both without informing us they had done so,
and touching my animals after being told "DO NOT TOUCH MY HORSES - come
get me." Being on or touching any property not agreed upon with MVP and
no monetary exchange is against the law.
(c) They cut some of my electric fencing, tying it to a metal post and
shorting out the fence, placed tree limbs on the fence, and cut one line,
thus my youngest horse got out and was standing in the road.
(d) I was told that once my horses were fenced out of any pasture, MVP
would supply feed and hay to make up the difference, and as the loss
became bigger, the feed would be adjusted. They have been fenced out of
the back pasture for 2 weeks, and I have yet to see any feed or hay.
(e) I was informed that they would lay a water line and provide a trough
for the horses once work started ---- well it has started and all they
are going to provide is water hoses (that I will have to roll up
everytime I mow or work in the yard) and a trough- but to do this, I WILL
HAVE TO BEAR THE EXPENSE of new fencing and supplies to enlarge what
little pasture they will have left (they will be losing over 3/4 of their
pasture), yet I am getting no monetary compensation for the expense
(seems money is all MVP is interested in, so I will talk money).
(f) They were making plans for the health and welfare of MY horses with
the landowner instead of doing so with me. The landowner, nor MVP
does/nor will be feeding, watering, caring for my animals, so speaking
with the landower was unethical. The care and welfare of my horses is
STRICTLY MINE... no one else.
(g) I had to pen my youngest horse in a pen as he was tearing down their
"orange" drift fence. 2 weeks in the pen caused muscle loss and lack of
eating. Of course, with the destruction done to my fence (c), he got out
of field.
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These are just a few of the situations I have been dealing with.... my
health is suffering due to the stress and tension being caused. My sugar
has been averaging 325+, my blood pressure has been high (been under
control for years with my meds), my muscles are so tense I can't sleep, I
have been keeping severe headaches and more.
If this is the kind of behavior you are supporting and endorsing, then
our government has indeed gone "to pot." Since you are the ones giving
them permission to screw the rest of us, it seems you would be monitering
their behavior. So far, I have seen nothing that could be considered
"decency." The bold truth is they are also making FERC look like a joke
- abusing the permissions you have given them.
I hope you will send me the needed link to forward emails and other
information on this matter.
Thank you,
Arietta DuPre
Abused by MVP
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